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Top latin hits right now

The 100 most popular Latin songs downloaded on iTunes. To download the canciones and descargar la música you must have Apple's iTunes player installed on your system. The iTunes chart of America's top Latin and Spain songs is updated daily. The chart of best-selling Latin songs was last updated:
Monday, January 4, 2021, 5:53 a.m. Carla Morrison, Ansidad marked the rebirth of Carla Morrison. After moving to Paris and not releasing new music for five years, Morrison came back to life thanks to this UPTEMPO R&amp;R pop song B that explores her relationship with mental health. I want to talk
and I can't. I want to breathe and I can't. I want to be and I can't, she'll inherit, allow herself to be vulnerable. Ansiedad was the first single from Morrison's upcoming album, her most anticipated sequel of 2015, Amor Sopmo. -- GRISELDA FLORES CAROL G, Bichota Following Burin's Tossa and Ay, DiOs
Mio!, Carol G has found her stride with her brand of languorous reggaeton; Sensual but not sexual in a way that is tagious, empowering but also feminine. Bichota was produced with veteran collaborator Ovy on drums and is more assertive in both words and hooks. From the title, which roughly translates
to boss and often serves as street slang refers to men, Bichota is less about empowerment in the traditional sense, than self-confidence and taking control. I feel like a bighouta, everyone wants to break me but don't know how, it purrs at the opening, and immediately absorption. Bichota is set to sparse
type, and succeeds by virtue of its simplicity. At a time when the word empowerment has been esoterged to support any video featuring sexual images of women, here's a video celebrating body image and attitude without subverting male needs or approval. -- Leila COBOMon Laferte, Biutiful The Chilean
singer-songwriter Moon Laffert has become an alter ego quarantine of everyone with her encouraging trajectory that is a dose of self-love and empowerment. According to Laffert, the song was born the day she woke up feeling beautiful. Confidently, she sings, today, I'll make love to myself because I feel
two-way, followed by an explosion of loud voices entering the choir. The alternative pop song went down alongside a music video and did so by being recorded at her best friend's apartment in Mexico City. -- G.F.T. Nati Plesso, Buenos Aires The Argentine singer-songwriter began her career on spain's
underground hip-hop scene, writing street vocals and deadly rap bars that will soon get her on the map. A real box of surprises, Peluso experiments with neo-soul, perreo fusion, old-school rap of the 90s, tango, and tropical music but one of her finest creations is Buenos Aires. In an urban-dominated
world, Peluso has greeted music lovers with this intimate alternative to blues meets soul R&amp;A B production, where also her impressive Plasto vocals came out to play. I plugged it in an unusual place and it shows a different side of me, Peloso. Billboard. Buenos Aires was nominated at the 2020 Latin
Grammy Awards for Best Alternative Song, performed alongside Phyto Paez during the awards ceremony. Jessica Ruizko and Kazu, Kama and Acia, call it Pimpinela for the new generation. This infectious and passionate trap gem about a former couple who back and forth on what went wrong with their
relationship has Ecko spitting out some fiery freestyle skills married with Cazzuâ's sweetened vocals. The hanger brings to the fore two of the pioneers of the Argentine trap movement and their musical evolution. In Casa Vacia, they maintain a willingness to the underground sound that has infeducted
them, but also add a touch of romance in this intriguing love story. The black-and-white video, directed by Ringerfnik in Argentina, shows the two artists paying exemplary respects to Bonnie and Clyde. - J.R. Ozuna feat. Caramelo doesn't go the way to a crude remix, but instead, stick close to the whim of
the original, sexy but not sexual, suggestive but never showing too much. It helps, of course, that Ozuna has a knack for hanging very melodic songs with instant catchy choruses. The original Carmelo was a pop hit with a reggaeton beat. The remix with Karol G and Towers gives it an extra texture to
become a highly addictive route. - Prince .C feat. The song, which held tight at the top of Billboard's Tropical Airplay chart for 29 weeks at No. 1, got a reboot with Myke Towers that improve the original. It starts with a traditional bachata and then moves into a Latin trap beats with alternate guitar riffs
before picking up bachata again. We also get a taste of Towers' singing abilities - as opposed to the hip-hop, freestyle stream that characterizes him. Who knew towers' welter and hoarse voices could blend so well with Bachata - J.R. Esbon Armado Con Fly in the regional Mexican teenage trio horse
proved there's no need for dirty words to succeed in 2020. Put all the bets on an ultra-romantic ballad, frontman Pedro Towar innocently singing, you make me feel good about your kisses, I just love the way you are. That song, which stayed true to the id merger of traditional acoustic guitars with the
electric bass, almost didn't make it to Asbon Aramedo's Vibras de Noche album, because it wasn't good enough for the band - but they were eventually persuaded to include Towar's mother. It peaked at number 15 on the Hot Latin Songs chart. -- G.F. Bud Bunny, Jay Cortez Dákiti This genre-bending
reggaeton song made Billboard history, becoming the first Latin hit to simultaneously crown the Billboard Global 200 and the U.S. global charts. Built around an edgy synthesizer riff, the futuristic and daring single works for many reasons - namely a catchy refrain and a blending of two unique voices - but
making this song The Song is the ultimate highlight of the song, instantly making the song a euphoric bunger. -- G.F.Christian Nodal &amp; Ángela Aguilar, Dime Como Quieres As part of the new generation of regional Mexican artists, Noodle and Aguilar hope to revive the tradition of spectacular duets in
the genre. Think about what the det between Juan Gabriel and Rochio Durkel meant then, Aguilar told Billboard. Sure, those are pretty big shoes to fill. But still, Noodle and Aguilera took a convincing step in the right direction with some nostalgia despite their age. -- J.R. Rosalia, DolermeDolerme was
unusual in every sense of the word: an acoustic, guitar-based pop song with a rock spirit -- although with electronic brush strokes and flamenco -- that sounds different from anything Rosalia has done before. It was another, perhaps more urgent Rosalía than that which we usually hear from its great
commercial hits. But that cult with Frank Dukes, Matthew Tavares and his longtime partner El Gincho underscored the Spanish star's versatility while presenting her vocals in a different, but equally impressive, light. -- L.C.Maluma, HawáiMaluma's simple lyrics about Hawái, about a girl he lost to another
person, get extra urgency when revealed to be a song of love for a time of social media (vacation in Hawái, congratulations; really nice what you post on Instagram so I see it), after all, weren't we all there? It sounds convenient, but Hawái is not only catchy but poignant, with overflowing verses that
already feel like a distant memory. Juggernaut in its original version (top of Billboard's first Global Excl. U.S. chart) Hawái gained new traction when The Weeknd jumped the runway, singing the opening song in English and then the chorus in Spanish, his smooth vocals perfectly combined with Maluma's;
Two giant pop stars in one orbit double the appeal. He added validation to a song that managed to capture the universal feelings of loss and berth, and merge them with the fleeting but permanent ornaments of a digital age. -- L.C.Carlos Vives &amp; Jessie Reyez, Hechicera A powerful and explosive
collaboration opens the beautiful and soul-seeking album of Carlos Vives, Cumbiana. The two generations of Colombian artists come together on this Topipop Spanglish trail, which brings together the distinctive beats of Vives, and Mbia, and honors Bachua, the ones that come out of the water. It is a
perfect example of two separate generations and styles united through deep respect for music. -- G.F.G. De And Becky G, Muchacha The first hanger between the Cuban duo and the Mexican-American singer is a recent departure from Gente de's more tropical restaurant, which combines a Cuban club
With Becky G's rap - as she transforms from auto mechanic to princess (after praying la virgen y los santos) in the video, wearing a slendy blue dress with sneakers. Muchacha's video was a treat for the eyes, while the song was fun to dance to - but also fun to decipher his use of applause for the beat of
the word Mu-cha-cha, a clever nod that stirs things up a notion. -- L.C.Banda MS, Snoop Dogg and Qué Maldición speculation of a collaboration between Snoop Dogg and Bonda MS began flowing after the rapper posted an MS Bunda song on his Instagram in 2016. Nothing happened until last May,
when the West Coast Icon and the regional Mexican band provided their bilingual hit Qué Maldición. Unsurprisingly, the track organically greets Banda with hip-hop, an unconventional combination that proves effective again. Fusion was pioneered in the early 2000s by Mexican hip-hop duo Akwid. Qué
Maldición, on a curse that falls on a man following heartbreak, debuted at Number 4 on the Latin Hot Songs chart, becoming the first debut of both shows at FOP 10 on the list. -- G.F.F. Alejandro Fernández and Wen Laffert, Que Sepa Nuestro Amor From the cover, which evokes the golden age of
Mexican cinema, we know we're in for a treat with Alejandro Fernández and Ron Laffert together. Que Sepa Nuestro Amor is a grandiose ranchera, performed not only by two great voices, but also by two great personalities - a beautifully executed reminder of true excellence in different genres. Please,
put it in the movie. -- L.C.Sech, Rosalía, Balvin, Daddy Yankee &amp; Farruko, Relación (remix)Sech'' song about living your best life after a toxic relationship, has taken on a life of its own on TikTok, with more than four million videos produced on the app as of press time. Star-studded remix hit Seth
starring Rosalia, Daddy Yankee, Jay Balvin and Faroko, with producers Dimelo Flo and Mike Haiti serving the song from reggaeton rhythm to infectious melange merger. Rosalia also gives this remix a nice touch, flaunting her high vocals at first. - J.R. Dearle, Renee Dyer's most intimate and personal
song to date is a seven-minute long story about his life, going through childhood, depression, death and censorship - and using his birth name, Renee, as a title. The therapeutic single was born two years ago and sheds light on its self-discovery process. A lot of situations were happening to me right now,
he told Billboard and remembered a time when he felt so bad that he didn't want to go on stage. I've never felt this way before in my life. He started writing the song the next day. Renee came out in February during Residente's Birthday Week, helping inspire other confessional tracks in 2020, including
Kendo Caponi's Resistencia, Ozuna's Gracias, and Anuel's J.R. Black Eyed Peas &amp; J Balvin Ritmo (Bad Boys For Life) so simple So effective for destruction - didn't anyone dance or work on this song until the year was over? Aside from reviving the 1990s dance hit Corona Rhythmo - with its
bilingual lyrics and irresistible beats - marked the black eyed peas' return to the top 40 of the Hot 100 after a decade. He also gave the group its first Number 1 on the Hot Latin Songs chart. -- L.C.J Balvin, Rojo On his conceptual album Colores, where he calls each song after color, Rojo is one of the
softer reggaeton tracks on set, fused with galactic-inspired rhythms. After the daring Blanco and the thigh-shaking Murado, he once again introduced Jay Balvin's romantic side. The film video, directed by Colin Tilley, pays homage to it, showing Balvin getting into a fatal car accident on his way to the
hospital to see his newborn. Rojao scored Balvin in 23rd place on Latin AirPlay, good for second in the artist in no artist. -J.R.Rauw Alejandro &amp; Camilo, Tattoo (remix) Tattoo's Rao Alejandro landed a remix in July featuring rising artist Camilo, who took the already great Reggaeton song to the next
level with his distinctive poetic lyrics and poetry so grazing. Staying true to her rhythmic pop core, the new take on tattoo finds Alejandro and Camilo trading slick verses about falling in love with a girl who has them wrapped around her finger. The song is pure bliss, with catchy, innocent lyrics - a nice
change of pace these days - such as, I'm dead to the kind of kiss you don't give a friend/ I realized I live for that smile - G.F. Farruko, La Tóxica short, accurate and catchy. Thus we would best describe Faroku's summer crash - a central reggaeton bop that draws the PuertoN singer-songwriter to his roots.
La Tóxica begins with a simple piano tune. Then, almost a minute later, an explosive reggaeton beat carries the rest of the song. La Tóxica scored Faroko in his ninth career at number one on the Billboard Latin Games chart (dated November 28). - G.F.Karin Leon, TúBanda and norteño upstairs and
comed Karin Leon picked up his band in a home studio during a lockdown in Mexico, recording a series of acoustic songs - some originals, other versions - which he collected for two excellent albums. Tú, the cover of a pop song originally written by the hit Estafano in the 2000s, is particularly striking in
Leon's poignant vocals, a reminder that a good song works in so many settings. It's also a big step for an artist who took a risk, and won a bump. He's a voice to be reckoned with in a regional Mexican. -- L.C.J Balvin, Dua Liffe, Bud Bunny and Taini, Un Día (one day)Bad Bunny, J Balvin and Tainy have
already proven to be an effective formula. So, what do you get when you add Pop Darling Dua Beautiful to the mix? A nostalgic track and lacing balloons and seductive pop tunes with dancehall and reggaeton flair, it reflects on love and heartbreak, played on the video by an actress Corbaro. Spanglish
bop topped the Hot Latin Songs chart in August, staying at number one for five weeks. -- G.F.Bud Bunny, Yo Perreo SolaA A standout song on Bunny's first of three albums in 2020, YHLQMDLG, Yo Perreo Sola (I Twerk Alone) is the ultimate quarantine anthem for hugging the twerk yourself and being
single as a way of life. If she needs you, she'll call you, but right now she's on her own the artist born Benito Antonio Martinez Ocasio singing. The simple female empowerment song became a hit in large part because of its catchy refrain delivered through Nessie's distinctive, fresh vocals, which stare at
you immediately and make you quote after her Wu Yo Pro Sula over and over again.
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